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On Haar Measure of Some Groups
By Hiraku TOYAA.
Mathematical Institute, Tokyo Institute of Technology.
(Comm. by T. KUBOTA, II.J.A., Nov. 12, 1948.)

In his famous paper on he hry of invariants, A. Hurwiz) introduced
the notion of invariant measure of group manifold. He gave an explicit eression for Haar measure oI unitary unimodular groups and orthogonal groups by
means of generalized polar coordinates. Afterwards H. Weyla) obtained another
expression. I will obtain other expressions for unitary, unitary symplectic, and
ohogonal groups, using the C yley s parametrization. Concerni unitary
groups we shall prove he following"
Theorem 1. The infinitesimal volume element d

unitary g,’oup

of n.th o,’deq"

of Haav measuq’e of

gs gieen by the following formula

H ;s the yley’s pa’amete" of unitary mat’ix
u = ( + [i)(E,- )-’
and He’mitian, so that
he’e

and dh is the p’oduct

of all diffe’entials of n parameters,

.

da db db,,,.
Let U be an uitary matrix of n-th order, which is represented by
Cayley’s parameters a follows:
dh

da da

Pro)of.

where

H is a Hermitiaa matrix. We form the differential of U
dU= {E+i(H+dH)} {E-i(H+d}’-4(E+iH)(E-iH)

-,

then we get, by left multiplication of E-i(H+dH) an(l right multiplication of

E- (H + d) dU(E- H)
{E+i(H+dH)}(W-iH)-{E-i(H+dH)}(E+iH)
=2idH.
If we neglect the terms of 2-nd order, we obtain:
1) A brief sketch of this paper was read at the May meeting of the Mathematical Society
of Japan, 1947,
2) A. Hurwitz, Ueber die Erzeugung der Invarianten dutch Intergration, G;ttinger
Nachrichten, 1897. S. 71-90.
3) H. Weyl, Classical groups, 1939.
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( E- iH)dU( E--. iH) = 2idH,
v= ( E- H)-H( E- H)

-.

By left translation an infinitesimal element dU is transformed to UdU,

dU

UdU.

dU

dU.U.

By right trslatioa

If we define the metric of dU as follows"
t,k

which is evidently expressed by

ds

T(dU. dU),

where dU denotes the Hermitian conjugate of dU. Metric thus defined is clearly
invariant under the left and right translations, became

T ( U. dU. U. dU) T (riG. dU)
T( dU. U. dU. U) T,( U. dU. dU. U) = T( dU. dU)
In other words let and right translations by any group element mean a motion
in such a Riemann space. If we cculate the volume element d by means of
this invariant line element, we obtain the in variant measure.

-

ds=T(dU.dU)
= T (E + ill) ( 2idH)(H + ill)

-.

(E- iH)(2idH)(E- ill)

We shall omit the unessential consist 4 and write
ds= T[ (E+ H)-*dH}

-

Calculation under this form seems very complicated, so we simplify our procedure
by the following reasoni.
We consider a n:-dimensional Euclidean space formed by H and with
metric"

da=T(dH.dH).
When H is transformed by any unitary matrix U as follows"
H tIU,
this transformation induces a motion also ia

,

for

T(VdHU. Ugh. U) = r.(d.dH).
By a well known theorem any Hermitian matrix can be transformed to a
dional matrix L by a suitable unitary matrix W:

H==
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Let dh be an infinitesimal volume element at the point II, and dh be the
image of dh at L. Then
dh dlV.
Let d9 resp. d9 be the volume element at U=(E+iH)(E-iH) resp.
(E + iL)(E-iL) then we obtain similarly
d=d’.

-

-,

dg

aU

-

is evidently

dsn

T((E+ L)-’dH)=( 1 + ;)-’(1 + ) dh**dh**

a**

=+

b,

<

Therefore n" parametric ourves at the point L are orthogonal to each other. Then
is very easy.
the calculation of

g=H(1 + I)-"H2(I + i)-’(1 + I)-’H2(1 + i)-’(1 + I)-’

--2(-II(1+

E+L -’,.

V=

Again we omit the unessential con@ant 2

,

then we get, remembering

IE+L =IE+H
=g’=

E+ L -’X’= Z+ H

-’Uh.

Now we consider the unitary symplectic group. A

.e.d.

unitary symplectic

matrix is also represented by Cayley’s parameters as follows:

U (
where

+ {H)( E- H)-’.

H is Hermitian and following special form)
B -A

A is a Nermiian matrix o 4h order and B is complex symntegrie of -t,h
order. Ne-hod of calculation is ghe same as ha of uNar matrix. Reduegion
o diagonal form is here he essential key 9oin o he soluion so we employ
similar gheorem de o Weyl.
he same roees leads o ghe following gheorem
4) We,vl, loc. cir. 169.
5) Weyl, loc. cir. 217.
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Theorem 2. For unitary symplectic group
measure possesses the following form:

E+ tl

d9

of

2n.th order,, the

Haar

"+ {-)

With respea$ to the orthogonal groups the heorem of diagonal om does no
hold but almost similarly the form
f cos O,- sin 8
sin O, cos 8

plays the same role.

but

Although

oos O.o

sin O

sinO

cosO

H itself is not diagonal and has the form

H: is diagonal

tIence we can apply the same method.

k) dh.
Remembering

We have the following theorem"
Teorem 3.

exressed as follows"
In M1 these cases the exponent e in the expression E + H ]- is the quoien

-

where is the dimension of the group and n the order of matrices.

